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Unleash the true productivity of your workforce
Frontline workers, who make up a staggering 80% of the global workforce, are often the first to encounter 

customers and the last to receive technological advancements. Quadra, through Microsoft Frontline Worker 

solutions, aims to transform this situation. Consider our services an investment in your workforce that not 

only strengthens business operations but also fosters a more connected, empowered, and technologically 

advanced frontline workforce. 

Get started today! 
Embark on a journey of frontline transformation with Quadra's consulting services, designed to maximize the 

potential of Microsoft Frontline solutions. Our approach streamlines communication, connects workers with 

essential tools, and fortifies security across your enterprise. Benefit from our tailored deployment strategies, 

real-time collaboration enhancements, and comprehensive support that accelerates adoption and boosts 

productivity. Quadra's services ensure a seamless integration of Microsoft's powerful tools into your daily 

operations, fostering a more connected and efficient frontline workforce.

What we deliver for your business

• Comprehensive assessment of frontline operational challenges and identification of technology gaps

• Customized deployment of Microsoft 365 F3, including Exchange Online and security workloads, 

tailored to frontline needs

• Real-time collaboration setup using Microsoft Teams to enhance communication and operational 

efficiency

• Training and support for frontline workers to ensure quick adoption and maximized use of new tools

• Ongoing evaluation and optimization of technology solutions to align with evolving business 

objectives

• Detailed reporting on adoption metrics, security compliance, and productivity gains post-

implementation

Why Quadra
As a  global award-winning AI and Cloud Solution Provider, Quadra is among the elite of Microsoft Partners 

worldwide. With capabilities across multiple solution areas along with advanced specializations, Quadra is 

uniquely equipped to provide your business with the deep technical skills and expertise it needs to transform 

into an intelligent enterprise. With our experience of working with thousands of customers across industry 

verticals, we add a keen understanding business needs to ensure that you benefit from tangible outcomes. 
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